Easily integrate your spa to the Internet of Things!

**Simplest of setups**
in.touch 2 eliminates all the complexities of connecting your spa to the Internet and transforms your iOS or Android smartphone or tablet into your ultimate Wi-Fi spa remote control. in.touch 2 comes with state-of-the-art apps and 2 pre-paired radio frequency transmitters, one being part of your spa system and the second one being connected to your Internet router. Both RF transmitters are pre-linked to one another, enabling an immediate and perfect communication between you and your spa.

**Strong and long range communication signal**
Through their proprietary RF technology, in.touch 2 transceivers emit a strong, stable and long range signal between your spa and your router (about 3 times longer than regular Wi-Fi signal). No need for repeaters or boosters: your spa will always remain within reach in typical backyard settings.

**State-of-the-art apps with push notifications**
in.touch 2 streamlined iOS and Android applications make it very easy to control and program all the functions and features of your spa from your smartphone or your tablet. Even when you’re away from home, you get a full control of your water care settings, filtration cycles, water temperature, economy modes and a lot more. Push notifications will always keep you informed on the status of your spa, even when your app is not open.
in.touch 2 eliminates all the complexities of connecting your spa to the Internet

simplest of setups

long range up to 300 foot line of sight with normal housewall obstruction (about 3 times normal Wi-Fi signal)

- Frequency of operation: 915MHz for North America and 868MHz for Europe (2 different models)
- Compatible with X and Y series versions 2012 and earlier
- Compatible internet RJ45

• NA Part ID: 0608-521023 0608-521020 (Gecko Depot)
• CE Part ID: 0608-521024 0608-521021 (Gecko Depot)

- for iOS and Android smartphones and tablets
- Instant spa status
- Control of water temperature
- Control of spa water care settings (economy & filtration)
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- Push notifications
- System errors
- Message center

error message log

available through:

apple app store
android google play

pre-paired RF transmitters automatically connect to one another

home side transmitter connected to your router

spa side transmitter connected to your spa pack

home transmitter connected to your router with an Ethernet cable

spa system transmitter connected to your spa pack

state-of-the-art in.touch 2 apps

with push notifications

• long range up to 300 foot line of sight with normal house wall obstruction (about 3 times normal Wi-Fi signal)
• Frequency of operation: 915MHz for North America and 868MHz for Europe (2 different models)
• compatible with X and Y series versions 2012 and earlier
• compatible internet RJ45

• NA Part ID: 0608-521023 0608-521020 (Gecko Depot)
• CE Part ID: 0608-521024 0608-521021 (Gecko Depot)
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